**Magnetic Wire Holder**

**Medium Magnetic Wire Holder (Rectangle Magnet)**

The Magnetic Wire Holder offers the best solution, to a variety of problems regarding wire and cable management across multiple industries.

The unique and innovative design allows this product to be used over a number of different fields including automotive, fiber optics, aeronautics, nautical, AV, and many more.

Combining a Rare-Earth magnet with a flexible plastic carrier allows the Magnetic Wire Holder to be re-used with the same functionality as the first time.

Similar to “small” version of the Magnetic Wire Holder with a Rectangle Magnet, this version offers the same wire/cable capacity of the Medium Magnetic Wire Holder (rounded style). This version is ideal for any AV, Component, and HDMI management.

The Medium version can contain a number of 1/4” wires as well as 1/2” bundles.

---

**Magnet**
- N 35 Grade Neodymium
- Min. 23lb Retention
- NiCuNi Coating
- Temperature Tolerance 40°C – 90°C

**Magnet Cup**
- Steel Cup with Zinc plated coat.

**Plastic Carrier**
- Material: Acetal
- Ultrasonic Weld to Magnet
- Retractable Claws

The Medium version can contain a number of 1/4” wires as well as 1/2” bundles.